Several results are obtained which generalize recent results of Kwon and Redheffer concerning the solution of u -Tu = f by means of iteration.
Throughout this note £ is a (real or complex) Banach space and T is a continuous linear operator from E to E. Let / £ E. In [1] Browder and Petryshyn considered the equation (1) u-Tu=f and the convergence (to solutions u of (1)) of the sequence {xn} defined by x0 E E and xn+x = Txn + f for each n = 0, 1, 2, ..., under the hypothesis that lim,,.,^ T"x exists for each x E E. Kwon and Redheffer [4] considered equation (1) and the same sequence {xn) under the more general assumption that lim^^^, T"x exists for each x in some subset of E. It is the purpose of this note to obtain generalizations of results in [4] by introducing a more general sequence {x"} (to be defined below) and obtaining results concerning {x") analogous to those in [4] . Let {A"}^°=1 be a sequence of real numbers such that 0 < Xn < 1 for each n = 1,2, ..., and lim^^A,, = 0. For notational simplicity we take Xx = 1. Define the infinite lower triangular matrix A = [anj] by axx = Xx = 1, a¡: = 0 for each j = 2, 3, ..., a"+i,i = An+i for each « = 1,2,..., an+Xj+x = anj(l -an+xx) for each n = 1, 2, ..., and each j = 1, 2, ..., n, and an+xj = 0 for each n = 1,2,..., and each/ = n + 2, « + 3,_ Remark 1. We note that A = [anj] satisfies (Ml) a > 0 for every n and/, and = 0 for/ > n, (M2) x"= i anj = 1 lor every n, and (M3) limn^x anJ = 0 for every/. Hence A is a regular matrix (cf. [3, p. 87] ). Suppose x0 E E and let the sequence {xn} he defined recursively by (2) xn+x = (1 ~Xn+x)(Tx"+f) + A"+1x0 for each n = 0, 1, 2, .... This is a nonnormal Mann process which has been studied by Mann and Dotson.
Remark 2. If we take A" = 0 for every n then (2) yields the iterative process considered in [1] and [4] and the matrix A reduces to the infinite identity matrix. If we take X" = \/n for every n and x0 = Ty0 + f for y0 G E then (2) yields the iterative process studied by deFigueiredo and Karlovitz [2] . It is well known (by [2] ) that this process often converges when the process in [1] and [4] does not.
Define the affine operator S1 from E to E by Sx = Tx + f for every x E E. It is easily seen that This obviously generalizes Remark 1 of [4] . Before leaving Theorem 1, we note that if {x"} converges then the limit point is a solution of equation (1) .
If x E E then x is said to be an approximate solution of u -Tu = f provided that x -Tx -f E NiQ). In the remainder of this note, -» will denote convergence with respect to the weak topology on E. Theorem 2. If x0 is an approximate solution of u -Tu = f, then every weak subsequential limit point x of{xn) satisfies x -Tx = f.
Proof. Let x be a weak subsequential limit point of {xn}. Then there is a subsequence xn = Anx0 + B".f such that xn -" x. Now 7 -T is (strongly) continuous and lmear and hence 7 -T is weakly continuous. Thus But x0 -Tx0 -f E NiQ) so that Anjix0 -Tx0 -f) ~* °-
The conclusion of the theorem follows immediately, since the weak topology is Hausdorff.
Theorem 2 clearly generalizes Remark 2 of [4] . Before proceeding to the next theorem we will need the following lemma, the proof of which is straightforward. Theorem 3. Suppose that x0,fE DiQ) and that 0 is a weak subsequential limit point of [Qxjfyin)}. Then x0 -Tx0 -/ G NiQ).
Proof. We first note that xn E DiQ) since by Lemma 4, Anx0, Bnf G DiQ) and DiQ) is a linear subspace of E. By hypothesis there is a subsequence {(?-*,,/<£>(>«/)} such that QxnJ$inj) -^ ° as/ -> oo.
For each/, xn = An x0 + Bnf. Since Q is linear on DiQ) we have Qxn/<Knj) = QAnjx0/<t>(nj) + QBnjf/<¡>(nj).
Using (2) and (3) of Lemma 4 we get QxnjMnj) = Qx0/<binj) + ^QfMnj).
Therefore
Qxn/<t>inj) = QxoMnj) + Qf.
Since lim^^r^riy) = +00, {Qxn/<t>inj)} converges (strongly) to Qf. Hence {Qxn./<j>inj)} converges weakly to Qf and since the weak topology on E is Hausdorff we conclude that Qf = 0. Thus lim AAx0 -Tx0 -/) = lim (A"x0 -A" Tx0).
n-»oo n-»oo From equation (10) lim (A"x0-A"Tx0) = 0.
n-»oo Therefore lim AAx0 -Tx0 -/) = 0, n-»oo i.e., x0 -Tx0 -f E N(Q). Equations (14) and (15) 
